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Abstract
Many public relations scholars have studied the impact of social media and new media in
public relations campaigns. Those studies, however, emphasize social media platforms like
Facebook, Twitter, and other online text-based sites. This study content analyzes podcasts from
popular fashion brands to demonstrate podcasts’ use in marketing strategies and public relations
campaigns. Coding for the absence or presence of various message-based and source-based
frames, this study reveals that podcasts of fashion brands like Gucci and Chanel tend to use
creativity-based frames in podcasts, most commonly framing their podcasts through inspiration
or design-detail. Fashion brands like Nike and Adidas often use attitude-based frames, focusing
episodes on lifestyle choices through prescriptive frames. All podcasts tend to use expert-based
frames as sources, compared to celebrity frames. These findings uncover how podcasts can be
used by public relations practitioners to meaningfully connect with audiences. Particularly in the
fashion industry, podcasts can be used to create long-form narratives that provide stakeholders
with behind-the-scenes inspiration and exclusive design details. More so, podcasts tend to be an
opportunity for brands to use expert sources to bolster credibility.
Keywords: content analysis, fashion, public relations, frame theory
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The rise of the internet allowed content creators and consumers to produce and consume
content at increasing rates. As social media platforms have thrived on the internet, they have
demonstrated how strategic communication can be used by brands to interact with each other
online and share information (Kim & Ko, 2010). Much of the research on fashion marketing
literature relies on Facebook as the focal platform for content analyses. It has been suggested that
social media and the internet are changing the ways that PR practitioners traditionally worked.
Specifically, Cassidy and Fitch (2013) reveal that PR practitioners fail to be effective in strategic
communication that meaningfully engages consumers.
The fashion brands in this study – Gucci, Nike, Adidas, Chanel – have been ranked
among the most popular and profitable brands in 2019 (The Lyst Index, 2019; Murphy, 2019).
More so, in 2018, a report concluded that 73 million people in the US will listen to a podcast at
least monthly (Enberg & Lipsman, 2018). With these brands emerging as the top in fashion, it’s
no wonder they are utilizing podcasts as one of their many streams of social media and user
engagement. This study proposes that new media, like podcasts, are important to the role media
play in marketing and public relations. A content analysis of podcasts of major fashion brands
may offer a nuanced look at how new digital media use message-based and source-based framing
in attempt to be effective in strategic communication with listeners/consumers.
Podcasts are emerging as a powerful instrument for producing and broadcasting audio
content by miscellaneous organizations and individuals (Spinelli & Dann, 2019). Though the
popularity of the medium continues to rise, much of the scholarship surrounding podcasting is
rooted in literature in the fields of communication, media studies, audio studies and digital
communication1. These studies expand our thinking on podcasting as a medium, but gaps still
remain with regard to podcasting and its use in public relations.
This study’s aim is to examine the message frames and source frames that major fashion
brands use on their podcasts. Additionally, this study aims to extend the PR literature content
analyzing podcast audio. Rather than analyzing social media, this study looks to new digital
media as a way to explain ways successful brands use strategic communication effectively.
Like many of its episodes, one Gucci Podcast show features a short interview with
Stephanie Mehta, editor-in-chief of Fast Company Magazine. Mehta interviews a former hacker
and neuroscientist and discusses the dawn of superintelligence hosted and powered by Gucci.
Though science and business do not seem aligned with Gucci’s primary objectives, their
podcasts allow these messages to be transmitted to their various audiences. Podcasts help to
inform stakeholders about the details of brands through frames, which represent effective public
relations tactics. The following sections first review the literature on storytelling and the use of
narrative within entertainment and market messaging. This study argues that public relation
professionals can use messaging to frame certain aspects of their brands’ attributes on podcasts.
This study also presumes that by incorporating experts, or celebrities as experts, on podcasts,
brands are able to share their various messages through credible frames.
Literature Review
Persuading Audiences through Storytelling
1

See Berry, 2006; Llinares et al, 2018; Markman, 2012; Spinelli & Dann, 2019
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In the persuasion literature, narratives can be thought of as symbolic representations of
events (Abbott, 2002; Ryan, 2007). When narratives are used for persuasion, audiences are not
receiving the stories passively, they are instead listeners, readers, and viewers who construct the
story’s meaning in their minds. Dana Schwartz, the founder of PR firm The Hours Agency,
comments, “No one is willing to tell in-depth brand stories anymore, so podcasts give brands a
platform on which to do that, to not only control but really expand on the brand narrative”
(“Podcasts are the latest storytelling” 2019). Schwartz’s comments about brand’s stories and the
potential for podcasts to help brands tell their stories suggests that narrative may play a role in
effective strategic communication on podcasts.
The integration of narrative in content is traditionally modeled through entertainmenteducation narratives, where the story includes latent messages in attempt to influence audience
behavior (Moyer-Gusé, 2008; Bandura, 2004). Though these studies focused on traditional
television media, Wentzel, Tomczak, and Herrmann (2010) suggested that advertisements and
public service announcements (PSAs) can also include narratives. Whether an ad, PSA, or an
episode of Friends, some stories are created for entertainment purposes and have an intended
purpose to attract and engage an audience. For instance, Moyer-Gusé, Chung, and Jain (2011)
demonstrated how an episode of Sex and the City led to increased discussions about sexual
health. Brands can also have a vested interest in using narrative in their public relation tactics in
order to promote their image and story.
Solja, Liljander, and Söderlund (2018) examined product packages to understand brand
stories’ role in marketing practice. They found brand stories increasingly appearing on product
packages, with a positive effect on consumers’ affective, attitudinal, and behavioral intention
responses to the brand. Additionally, Isaac and Grayson (2015) demonstrated how persuasion
knowledge influenced how consumers responded to marketing messaging, where persuasion
knowledge is the knowledge consumers develop about persuasion attempts toward them. They
found that in association with credibility, persuasive messages boosted the evaluations of
products and the brand. Simply put, narrative persuasion is brought about by storytelling through
practices associated with narrative engagement and comprehension (Bilandzic & Busselle,
2012). To further explore how brands could use storytelling as an effective public relations tool,
a discussion of framing theory is relevant to this analysis.
Framing Theory
Goffman (1974) broadly discussed framing as “schemata of interpretation” (p. 21).
According to Goffman, the schema is a framework that can make meaning for an otherwise
meaningless scene. Following Goffman, Entman (1993) said that to frame is “[to] select some
aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text.” (1993, p.
52).
Consider the topic of immigration policy framed in two different ways. On the one hand,
immigration policy can be framed as a national security issue. For example, a Fox News online
article says “ICE chief: It will take 140 years to clear ‘backlog’ of illegal immigrants after USMexico border surge” (Phillips, 2020). In this title, immigration is framed around crime – i.e.
“ICE chief” and “illegal”. The title also signifies a long-standing issue for our border/security –
“it will take 140 years…” and “US-Mexico border surge”. On the other hand, immigration can
be framed as a human rights issue. For instance, a CNN online article headlines: “Crowded
border facilities where detainees are forced to sleep in toilet stalls violate the Constitution, judge
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rules” (Shoichet, 2020). This frame focuses the narrative on the welfare of immigrants. This
indicates how story may be framed from a human rights perspective.
From a sociological perspective, framing theory is often linked to agenda setting. Agenda
setting refers to the emphasis that the media place on particular issues and the significance mass
audiences attribute to those issues (McCombs & Shaw, 1972). To this end media content
producers are in total control of how their brands shape their narratives and how they frame
messages to their intended audiences. In contrast to the psychological perspective of framing
which focuses on information processing and decision-making processes, this paper takes a
sociological approach to examining the frames in communication.
Kwon (2013) examined message frames from popular American magazines. In her study,
she identified three major categories of frames: attribute, attitude, and source-based frames.
Attribute frames emphasize the attributes of the clothes or product, such as style or price.
Attitude frames address the consumer’s attitude toward the style. And, source-based frames
feature a source effect in persuasion communication. Source-based frames are differentiated by
three sub-categories: expert, celebrity, and typical consumer. Kwon’s study reveals message
frames that the fashion industry media use. These message frames are useful for shaping frame
categories for this present study and are partially replicable. That said, Kwon’s study examines
traditional print media, leaving out the nuance of digital media. The present study seeks to fill in
gaps in framing theory by understanding how framing is used through digital media as public
relations strategies.
Framing and PR
Macnamara (2010) researched five sectors of the field of PR revealing that some PR
practitioners’ goals are to interact, listen, and have 50/50 symmetrical communication; while
other PR practitioners are using social media for marketing and brand promotion purposes.
Hallahan (1999) suggested, “Framing is a potentially useful paradigm for examining the strategic
creation of public relations messages and audience responses. (1999, 205) He goes on to say that
PR practitioners also serve as “frame strategists” (p. 224) who determine how choices, actions,
situations, and responsibilities should be presented to have favorable outcomes. Thus, a frame
can limit the message’s meaning by shaping inferences one can make about the message.
Drawing from both Hallahan’s (1999) schema for evaluating PR frames and Kwon’s
(2013) examination of message frames, Li (2018) developed frames used in fashion brands’
social media. Through a content analysis of fashion brands’ Facebook pages, Li comprises a total
of twenty-one frames that collapse into four major categories and several sub-categories. The
first major category are attribute-based frames which capitalize on the desirable aspects of
fashion products. Attribute-based frames include four sub-categories of frames: 1.
Diversification frames (basic, trendy, context-setting) refer to emphasizing a brands’ attributes.
2. Feasibility frames (affordable, flattering, choice) increase the perceived value of the brand and
products. 3. Creativity frames (inspiration, design detail, signature) represent the various frames
that emphasize motivation, exclusive design details, and signature characteristics of a brand. 4.
The final sub-category referenced as “other” include the frames (indirection, holiday, teasing)
(Li, 2018: 89). The second major category is attitude-based frames (prescriptive, rule-breaking)
these frames refer to the mode with which how the products/fashion is presented. Thirdly,
source-based frames (Kwon, 2013) provide information about the sources used in the media such
as designers, celebrities, or ordinary people. Finally, media-based frames (company-organized,
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community-organized, responsibility, opportunity) are designed to attract the media and supply
the brand’s news content to the media.
Cassidy and Fitch (2013) interviewed fashion PR practitioners in Australia and found that
the role of PR practitioners who use social media are “telling the stories” of the brands to the
media/public in an exciting and engaging way. Levenshus and Lemon (2017) investigated frames
of PR agency websites. Using Hallahan’s framing model, the authors conducted a qualitative
content analysis to develop frames for internal communication on PR websites. Additionally,
Zhao and Zhan (2019) conducted a content analysis to examine social media audiences and their
reactions to various message features. They found that social media audiences have message
preferences, suggesting that PR practitioners should employ relatable messages in their
campaigns.
Fashion public relations and digital media
In November of 2017 businessoffashion.com published an online article titled “Fashion
Wakes up to Podcasts,” in which the article grapples with whether or not the fashion industry can
successfully conquer one of the fastest growing forms of media – podcasts (Ahmed, 2017). The
article’s discussion of the untapped use of podcasts within the fashion industry highlight the
many ways in which there is little known about the fashion industry and public relations. In
many ways the fashion industry has been a “digital laggard” (Dietrich & Bug, 2019: 31), most
likely due to the important visual aspect inherent of fashion (Ahmed, 2017). Why the fashion
industry continues to be a digital laggard, particularly in terms of using digital media to reach
wider audiences, remains unexplored in the literature.
One study which focused on the influence of social media marketing in the fashion
industry discovered that social media engagement through entertainment, customization and
online trends have a positive impact of brand trust, intimacy, and purchase intention (Kim & Ko,
2010). Additionally, Cassidy and Fitch (2013) found that PR practitioners support social media
opportunities that build brand awareness, gain media attention, interact with other fashion
publics. In a case study of a locally-owned fashion business in New Zealand, Fountaine (2016)
concluded that smaller businesses in fashion have demonstrated authenticity and relationship
building through digital media environments. Even more, Fountaine offered that fashion business
offer a fertile site from which to the explore the various aspects of strategic communication.
Even more, Phan, Thomas, and Heine (2011) analyzed fashion powerhouse brand Burberry and
showed that the brand’s adoption of digital strategies helped them to connect with younger
consumers.
Research Questions
Hallahan (1999) identified seven types of PR frames suggesting that PR practitioners can
use framing theory to develop effective framing strategies. These include the framing of
situations, attributes, choices, actions, issues, responsibilities, and news. For example, a podcast
that discusses how a particular brand chooses what their next collection will be can be
considered framing of choices. Or when a brand like Gucci is under fire for seemingly racist
clothing, how the brand responds on social media can be considered framing of responsibility.
Wright (2009) suggests that the fashion industry was slow to utilize social media in
marketing and public relations. While this study is obviously pretty dated, there has been little
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literature since then that details how the fashion industry has either increased or decreased use of
social media. Moreover, the fashion industry is a good case for studying narratives and framing
because of their inherent ties to their publics and overall goal of selling products. Sandy Black
suggests, “The unique nature of the fashion industry, with its speed to market and responsive
methods to production, is of increasing interest to the wider research community” (2009, 6). As
such, the fashion industry often utilizes creative approaches to design, innovation, and
communication between sectors.
RQ1: What message-based frames do the selected fashion brands employ on their
podcasts?
RQ2: What source-based frames do the selected fashion brands employ on their
podcasts?
RQ3: Are there differences between the types of message-based frames that brands use?
RQ4: Are there differences between the types of source-based frames that brands use?
Method
Content analysis involves the systematic assignment of communication content to
categories according to definitions, rules, and the analysis of relationships involving those
categories. Content analysis is often conducted with the purpose of drawing inferences to
antecedent or subsequent conditions or events. Analysis should be based on content only and free
from coder bias and personal opinion.
The podcasts selected for this study are chosen from The Lyst Index’s quarterly report
that ranks fashion’s hottest brands and products. The 2019 report analyzes a host of factors like
online shopping behavior, searching and browsing of fashion brands, and social media mentions
and engagement. From this report the year’s top 20 “hottest” brands list is drawn. Of those top
20 brands, four brands had podcasts: Gucci, Yves Saint Laurent (YSL), Adidas, and Nike. YSL
is a French brand and its podcast is broadcast in French (not used in the analysis). In addition,
major business publications like CNBC, Forbes, and Business Insider run yearly financial
analyses on the best performing brands to determine what fashion house fares best in sales
stakes. By this list of fifteen, haute couture brand Chanel is added to this study’s list of
hottest/most profitable brands that hosts a podcast.
This research content analyzed the first 90 seconds of each episode in the sample, coding
the absence or presence of message-based and source-based frames. There is a total of 149
episodes among the brands. Training sessions were conducted via two zoom video meetings. The
first meeting reviewed the coding protocol in full, and allowed the PI to review background
information and operational definitions thoroughly. The second training session took place the
following day–giving both coders time to review the protocol and definitions from the first
session. The second session was dedicated to ensuring both the PI and independent coders are
familiar and comfortable with the protocol and variable definitions.
Measures and Procedures
Two trained coders independently analyzed the content on the Gucci, Nike, Adidas and
Chanel podcasts for various message-based and source-based frames. Podcast episodes were
provided to coders via web link in the coding protocol (Appendix A). They were then prompted
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to briefly read the podcast description provided on the webpage to familiarize themselves with
the content. They then listened to the first 90 seconds of each episode. Apple’s podcast catalog is
the most popular database for podcast listening, with 54% of podcast audiences in the US are on
the Apple iOS ecosystem (Podcast Statistics, 2019).
The coding protocol for this study outlines the variables for the message-based and
source-based frames on podcasts. Coders assigned a 0=absent or 1=present for each messagebased and sourced-based frame. Message-based frames can be categorized into multiple
subcategories according to what message they are attempting to portray. The frames in this study
are adapted from Li’s (2018) content analysis of fashion brands’ Facebook pages. Li identifies
21 frames relevant to the brands' Facebook page using Hallahan's (1999) PR frames as a guide
and constructing her own frames inductively.
The present study, adapted message-based frames from Li's study. The PI originally
adapted 14 message-based frames which can effectively be translated from visual/written content
to audio content. Some of the frames originally in Li’s analysis simply would not apply to audio
content and therefore were excluded from the present analysis. For example, Li’s study featured
a “Holiday frame” in which Facebook posts explicitly mention holidays (i.e. Mother’s Day,
Valentine’s Day, Christmas). This frame centers around posts that are advertising purchasing
new fashion items during a Holiday sale. There were no podcasts in the sample that were
centered around a specific holiday, hence its exclusion as a major frame in this study. There was
a total of 14 frames that fall into five major categories and several sub-categories. Table 1 is a
list of message-based categories and frames, and source-based frames. A full description of each
category is detailed and provided in Appendix B.
Source-based frames (Appendix B) capitalize on the source effect in communication and
persuasion. Sources reinforce the credibility of the content providing trend information along
with its sources such as experts, celebrities, or ordinary people (Kwon, 2013). An expert frame is
exemplified by interviews with people who are framed as experts within their field. This can
include designers, editors of fashion magazines, well-known stylists, or athletes (for brands like
Nike and Adidas). A celebrity frame includes celebrities or well-known individuals on the
podcast who are not framed as experts. For example, a designer as an expert might discuss how
they create collections, but a celebrity frame would discuss their experiences in general or their
experiences with the brands’ products. Expert frames can include people who are considered
celebrities however the celebrity-frame indicates the celebrity is being framed as an expert to the
show’s relevant material. A consumer frame includes a “random” or typical consumer who has
no ties to the brand and seemingly no celebrity/fame interests. This type of frame could include
social media influencers or lesser-known style bloggers. A podcast episode can include more
than one source-based frame. For example, if a podcast contains both an expert and a celebrity
the coder would code both 1 and 2 for that episode. Other coding categories include podcast
characteristics: date, episode, length of episode, and number of podcast participants.
Table 1. List of message-based and source-based
frames
Message-based Frames
Feasibility Category
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Affordability Frame
Flattering Frame
Choice Frame
Creativity Category
Inspiration Frame
Design-detail Frame
Signature or Icon Frame
Attitude-Based Category
Prescriptive Frame
Rule-Breaking Frame
Media-Based Category
Company-organized activity Frame
Community-organized activity Frame
Responsibility Frame
Opportunity Frame
Other Category
Indirection Frame
Tease Frame
Source-based Frames
Expert
Celebrity
Consumer
Reliability
Seventy-eight episodes (52.3% of the population) were randomly selected from the data
set (N = 149) for reliability coding. This percentage is more than the percentage recommended
by using Riffe et. al’s (2019) computation which determines the necessary number of coding
units for a reliability check. ReCal, an online utility that computes intercoder reliability
coefficients (Freelon, 2013), was used to compute reliability for this study. ReCal is an
appropriate program as it computes data of all levels of measurement including computing
Scott’s Pi for nominal level data. Scott’s Pi is used to measure intercoder reliability as Riffe et. al
(2019) suggest it is designed specifically for nominal level data with two coders. An additional
correction was applied to Scott’s Pi to account for each category’s 50% probability of agreement
by chance (Riffe et al., 2019).
After coding 78 episodes for reliability, one source frame and six message frames were
dropped from the analysis due to lack of presence in data. The consumer source frame was not
present in any podcast. Also, the affordable, flatter, choice, opportunity, responsibility, and tease
frames were absent in all of the data. Coder reliability for the remaining frames (expert,
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celebrity, inspiration, design-detail, signature, prescriptive, rule-breaking, company-organized,
community-organized, and indirection) were Scott’s Pi ≥ .58, percent agreement ≥ 85.7%.
Analysis
Overall, the sample had a plurality of Chanel episodes (34.9%) and Gucci’s podcast
represented the smallest segment of the sample with 26 episodes (17.4%). Figure 1 displays the
frequency of episodes for each brand. After analyzing all of the episodes from the various
podcasts, it was evident that different types of fashion brands have stark differences in objectives
and goals of the podcasts. For instance, the Gucci and Chanel brands—which are often referred
to as haute couture brands—sell products at the highest market level. In France, haute couture
means “high-class dressmaking” and is exclusively reserved for designers who produce customfitted clothes (Fury, 2017). These brands’ products consist mainly of men’s and women’s
clothing, shoes, and accessories. Brands like Nike and Adidas include apparel, shoes,
accessories, sporting equipment and other lifestyle goods. All of the brands’ podcasts began with
introductory music and a sneak preview into the episode.

Figure 1. Podcast Episodes by Brand
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Gucci

Nike
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Adidas

Chanel

Chanel

Chanel episodes often featured speakers who spoke with French accents or spoke other
languages. Chanel featured a host of interviews with designers, artists, and other creatives and
exclusively talked about Chanel’s iconic founder and products. The Gucci podcast was similar to
Chanel’s, featuring interviews with designers and other creatives. Gucci also featured many
community and company organized events and collaborations. The Nike and Adidas brands are
not considered haute couture; these brands are much more multifaceted. Specifically, Nike and
Adidas do not just specialize in fashion (apparel, retail, footwear, etc.), but are also centered
around sports, training, and fitness. The Adidas podcast predominantly featured famous athletes
and historically prominent sports figures. They were often invited to share their journey and
experiences in sports. Nike, in contrast, most often interviews expert doctors, motivational
speakers, world-class trainers, and Olympic athletes to prescribe healthy living and training to
their audiences.
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The first research question asks which message-based frames are used by brands on their
podcasts. Frequencies of each message frame on each podcast are displayed in Table 2. The
frequencies show that out of the eight frames in this analysis, only two frames—inspiration and
design-detail— were used by each podcast in the sample. The inspiration frame is operationally
defined as a frame that features a discussion of the inspiration for an item or how the designers
came up with these specific ideas. Inspiration can also typically be recognized when designers
incorporate stories or anecdotes into the discussion. The design-detail frame overall describes the
details of designing, including materials, patterns, styles, etc. Nike used the inspiration frame in
about 45% of their podcast episodes, while the other podcasts used the frames in more than half
of their total amount of shows (Gucci 58%, Adidas 78%, Chanel 79%).
Table 2. Frequencies of message-based frames
%
Gucci

Nike

Adidas

Chanel

57.7%
65.4%
15.4%
0.0%
7.7%
50.0%

45.2%
71.0%
0.0%
74.2%
6.5%
0.0%

77.5%
17.5%
0.0%
7.5%
10.0%
0.0%

78.8%
46.2%
9.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

50.0%

0.0%

2.5%

25.0%

11.5%

6.5%

15.0%

0.0%

Message-based
frame
Inspiration
Design-detail
Signature (icon)
Prescriptive
Rule-breaking
Company
organized activity
Community
organized activity
Indirect

Gucci and Nike’s podcasts shows were dominated by the design-detail frame. The two
podcasts displayed these frames differently, however. Gucci’s design-detail frames are very
reflective of the operational definitions, often featuring behind-the-scenes interviews with
Fashion experts about materials and creative processes. Nike’s design-detail frame is much more
lifestyle focused, featuring expert interviews who detail health, nutrition, and training patterns.
Nike features the design-detail frame on 71% of their podcast shows. Like so, these design-detail
frames which emphasize healthy lifestyle choices, often co-exist with prescriptive frames (74%
of Nike’s shows). Prescriptive frames appeal to human need for affiliation or following the
fashion rules of the majority (i.e. being in fashion). In Nike’s case, their podcast promotes and
represent healthy lifestyle, often producing frames that prescribe the listeners to follow the
healthy living trends.
The Adidas podcast overwhelmingly used the inspiration frame. Other frames used by
Adidas include the design-detail frame, prescriptive frame, community organized frame, and
indirect frame. Similar to Nike, they often invite expert authority to detail personal research or
experience and prescribe a certain way of living. One example of how Adidas uses community-
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organized frames is on episode 33, titled “ASU President Dr. Crow: “We Must Destroy The
Status Quo”, where host Mike King interviews Arizona State University’s President Dr. Michael
Crow. The two discuss the future of sports and education and a new collaboration with Adidas
and the Arizona State University Global Sport Alliance (Extraordinary Happens, 2016).
The majority of message-based frames used on Chanel’s podcast were inspiration and
design-detail. Examples of these episodes are “Mademoiselle Privé Tokyo: Pharrell Williams”,
“Handbag Stories: Soo Joo Park”, and “Handbag Stories: Anne Berest”. These episodes all
feature well-known artists and creatives who share their creative processes and inspirational
anecdotes. In 9.6% of the episodes Chanel’s uses the signature or icon frame in which they focus
on the logo or iconic motif. On episode 11, Amanda Harlech interviews Stella Tennant a British
super model. Harlech’s introductory prompt voices, “I’m in Mademoiselle Chanel’s apartment…
I’m here to talk to some very special women about their own singular style. About the style of
Chanel in all its aspects, starting with the handbag.” (3.55, 2018) This frame centers the iconic
motif of Chanel emphasize style and their signature product the handbag.
Research question two asks which source-based frames are present on brands’ podcasts.
None of the podcasts in the sample used a consumer frame which would feature a “random” or
typical consumer who has no ties to the brand and seemingly no celebrity/fame interests. This
type of frame would’ve included social media influencers or lesser-known style bloggers who
are a part of the brands social media campaigns. Because of a complete absence of consumerbased frames, the variable was excluded from the analysis. Table 3 shows the frequencies of
source-based frames by podcast. While celebrity-based frames—frames that include celebrities
or well-known individuals on the podcast who are not framed as experts—are most often used in
the haute couture podcasts, Chanel 46.2% of episodes, Gucci 42.3%. The dominant frames used
by brands was the expert frame. The expert frame is exemplified by interviews with people who
are framed as experts within their field. This can include designers, editors of fashion magazines,
well-known stylists, or athletes (for brands like Nike and Adidas). Expert frames can include
people who are considered celebrities however the celebrity-frame indicates the celebrity is
being framed as an expert to the show’s relevant material. The key difference between sourceframes is that presentation by the expert frame signifies the proposal or details of the style. The
celebrity frame signifies the adoption of the style.
Table 3. Frequencies of source-based frames
% (N)
Gucci
(26)

Nike
(31)

Adidas
(40)

Chanel
(52)

92.5%
7.5%

53.8%
46.2%

Source-based
frame
Expert
Celebrity

57.7%
42.3%

100%
0.00%

In order to explore if each brands’ podcasts differed in their use of certain frames, (RQ’s
3 and 4), Pearson’s Chi-square tests were conducted. The results displayed in table 4 suggest that
there were significant differences between the proportions of podcasts that used the expert
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source-based frame between the four brands (c2 = 32.973, p<.001). Additionally, there were also
significant differences between the proportions of podcasts that used the celebrity frame between
the four podcasts (c2 = 32.973, p<.001). Specifically, there were significant differences between
the Nike and Adidas brands, which tended to use expert frames on their podcast majority of the
time. This is likely due to Nike and Adidas’ brands which emphasize not only style and clothing
but also lifestyle, training, and fitness. Nike and Adidas’ guests were often mentioned to be
experts in their field and often held prestigious career and accolades. On the other hand, high
fashion brands like Gucci and Chanel which are much more branded by their high quality and
exclusive clothing are much more balanced in their use of expert versus celebrity frames.
Table 4. Pearson’ Chi-square test on Source-based frames
Presence of source-based frames
Expert
Celebrity
%
n
%
n
Podcasts
Gucci
57.7
15
42.3
11
Nike
100
31
0
0
Adidas
92.5
37
7.5
3
Chanel
53.8
28
46.2
24
32.973
32.973
c2
p
.000
.000
Furthermore, table 5 displays the results of Pearson’s Chi-Square test on the eight
message-based frames from each podcast (inspiration, design-detail, signature, prescriptive, rulebreaking, company organized, community organized and indirect). The results show that similar
to the usage of source-based frames, there are significant differences between each brand and
most of the message-based frames they frequently employ on their podcasts. The only frame that
proved not to yield statistically significant results was the rule-breaking frame. The other frames
were statistically significant at p<.005 or higher. Differences between the four brands uses of
messaging frames indicate that each brand strategically chooses frames that are most beneficial
to the brand.
Discussion & Limitations
The findings in this paper present a preliminary analysis of the various frames that can
be examined on podcasts as public relations campaigns. It is important to note that though the
fashion industry largely remains untapped into the practice of podcasting. Therefore, this study
provides implications for more brands and organizations in the fashion industry to begin utilizing
the medium for public relations. In total, this study could potentially influence the profession of
public relations as it points out various frames that can be used by PR practitioners for strategic
communication. As PR professionals continue to increase engagement with their publics through
social media, podcasts have the potential to be useful in building brands’ stories and awareness.
While implications for audience reception are beyond the scope of the current study, the specific
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tactics of using message-based frames to connect with perceived consumers should be of interest
to the field and practice of public relations.
Though previous PR scholars have investigated the various social media strategies of
fashion brands, the literature had not yet explored the role of podcasts before this study. The
findings here suggest that podcasts use some of the same message-based frames as are on other
social media. To be specific, the prominent use of attitude-based and creativity-based frames is
consistent with which types of frames fashion brands use on their Facebook page (Li, 2018).
Notably different, however, is the lack of feasibility frames on audio content compared to textbased data. Li’s content analysis of Facebook pages found that fashion brands often post frames
that feature prices, choices, and flattering frames. However, in podcasts none of these types of
frames ever appeared. This makes sense as podcasts serve as more long-forum platforms that
allow detail and explanation by speakers. Brands’ goals for podcast do not seem to be centered
on the sale of product – particularly in the form of quick and concise marketing messages we’re
used to seeing. Instead podcasts are meant to inspire and elaborate on the already well-known
products and morale of the brands.
With that being said, we can observe how different brands tended to use various
message-based frames. As detailed in the analysis, the results suggested that haute couture
fashion brands predominantly activated creativity-based frames, where Nike and Adidas
activated attitude-based frames more often. But, does this matter with regard to how the brands
are using the media overall? This paper would suggest that regardless of which kinds of different
frames are displayed between the brands, they are still using podcasts as an effective tool of
strategic communication. This finding then opens discussion about how other industries outside
of fashion can incorporate podcasting as an effective public relations tool. Particularly,
companies or organizations interested in further connecting with their stakeholders, might use
podcasts as long-form platforms for sharing brands’ narratives, company background, and
behind-the-scenes design detail.
A potential limitation of this research study is reliability. While frames can be a great
way to categorize or group a number of topics, they do not always capture what’s happening.
Additionally, coding for message frames can be difficult because messages are not often explicit.
Framing helps us to organize the broad themes that might be present within content but leaves
absent an analysis of how persuasive the public relations strategies are at play on the show.
Additionally, calculating for the mere presence or absence of frames tells us little about how the
messages are presented and received.
Another way this study is limited is by its lack of exploration on how audiences are
interacting and engaging with brands’ podcast. While we are able to understand the types of
messages brands may be trying to send, we still do not know how these messages are perceived
by stakeholders. In previous studies on social media, scholars tend to analyze comments on
online forums and platforms to get at two-way communication; podcasts, however, do not
typically have written or archived forums that give us insight on audience reception. Moving
forward, challenges like these must be addressed in research. Future studies on podcasts might
ask how to measure audience reception of podcasts. More so, as popularity of podcasts continues
to increase, how are audiences engaging with and responding to the medium? Florini’s (2019)
Beyond Hashtags begins to get at these questions by examining the larger digital networks that
emerged from new technological and social media. In-depth analyses of multi-media platforms
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like podcasts and social media sites could provide more insight into users use and engagement
with new digital media.
Finally, this study offers a methodological contribution as the first content analysis
conducted on a podcast. The coding protocol, operationalization, measurements, and variables
can and should be continuously adapted to fine tune this method applied to audio content—
specifically sampling. For the present study, the PI and coder analyzed the first 90 seconds of
podcast audio in order to code frames. If future research goes beyond framing theory to analyze
and understand podcasts, determining appropriate sampling methods is necessary. Other future
studies might ask, given the longer nature of podcasts, how might researchers divide the times to
analyze content more effectively? Moreover, podcasts tend to cover big vast issues; how might
content be analyzed specifying narrower frames? Are there more frames? Given the increased
popularity of podcasts, understanding the impact of the phenomenon could provide important
implications for the field of public relations.
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APPENDIX A. FASHION BRAND CODING PROTOCOL
I. Introduction: This topic explores how fashion brands use podcasts as a marketing tool
by examining the content of podcasts from fashion companies. One goal is to better understand
the apparent goals of these brands. Another goal of this study is to understand how fashion
brands use podcasts to connect with their audiences. Additionally, this study seeks to further the
exploration of how podcasts are used as marketing tools that advance and impact public
relations.
Method: Content analysis involves the systematic assignment of communication content
to categories according to definitions, rules, and the analysis of relationships involving those
categories, often with the purpose of drawing inferences to antecedent or subsequent conditions
or events. Analysis should be based on content only and free from coder bias and personal
opinion.
II. Procedure: Coders should familiarize themselves extensively with the codebook
before beginning listening to the podcast. It will assist the coder in coding to understand all of
the operational definitions of the frames before listening so that they can be aware of what types
of frames they are listening for. Coders are free to pause, rewind, and fast-forward as much as
necessary. Coding can be completed while listening or after listening to the podcast.
A. Coder ID (coderid) - Coders should be identified by the following numbers:
1. Tegan Bratcher
2. Tyler Bunzey
B. Podcast ID (podid)– Each podcast episode will be coded as a discrete podcast. For
each fashion brand’s podcast there will be an ID number (1-4) assigned to it. The code sheet will
have both podcast id and episode number pre-filled for the coder. Coders should be careful to
ensure they are filling out their scores for the correct PODCAST AND EPISODE they have
been assigned. The link to all episodes is provided on the second sheet of the codebook named
“Episode Links”.
C. Podcast Name (podname) – the podcast name will be filled in on the codesheet for
the coders’ reference and convenience.
D. Episode Number (epi#) – Episode numbers will be filled in on the codesheet for
coders convenience. Coders should ensure they are correctly recording scores on the sheet for the
corresponding episode they are listening to. If it helps coders can highlight each episode line as
they listen and code. Looking at the example below, the coder has highlighted in green the
episode being coding for. This may help coders remain cognizant of the episodes they have
already coded and the episodes they have left.
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E. Length of Podcast (time) – Please indicate the length of the podcast. (Note: platforms
like Apple iTunes round the time up to the nearest minute, i.e. 7:44 = 8 mins) Please round up to
the nearest minute and only use whole numbers (i.e. 8, 12, 65, etc.)
F. Number of participants (participant) – Please indicate how many people appear to
talk on the podcast not including introductory, repetitive or unknown voices. Please use whole
numbers.
G-I. Source-based Frames – Please code for the presence or absence of a source-based
frame for JUST THE FIRST MINUTE of your assigned podcast episode. After listening to the
first minute, you should find the corresponding episode on the Codesheet and indicate
either 0 “absence” or 1 “Presence” of EACH SOURCE-BASED frame. Please do not leave
any cell blank. You may indicate multiple frames are present for one episode, if so record 1 for
those frames, and 0 for all of the other frames that were absent.
Source Frame
Variable
name
Expert Frame
expert
Celebrity
celeb
Frame
Consumer
consumer
Frame
J-W. Message-based frames – Please code for the presence or absence of a messagebased frame for JUST THE FIRST MINUTE of your assigned podcast episode. After listening
to the first minute, you should find the corresponding episode on the Codesheet and
indicate either 0 “absence” or 1 “Presence” of EACH MESSAGE-BASED frame. Please do
not leave any cell blank. You may indicate multiple frames are present for one episode, if so
record 1 for those frames, and 0 for all of the other frames that were absent.
Message Frame
Variable
name
Afford (or price) frame
afford
Flattering frame
flatter
Choice frame
choice
Inspiration frame
inspire
Design-detail frame
designdet
Signature (or icon) frame
sign
Prescriptive frame
prescript
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Rule-breaking frame
Company organized activity

rulebreak
comp_org

Community organized activity

comm_org

Opportunity frame
Responsibility frame
Indirection frame
Teasing frame

opportun
responsib
indirect
tease

frame
frame

Codesheet
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APPENDIX B. DESCRIPTIVE DEFINITIONS OF SOURCE-BASED AND
MESSAGE-BASED VARIABLES
Fashion Brand/Podcasts – Each podcast episode will be coded as a discrete podcast. For
each fashion brand’s podcast there will be an ID number (1-4) assigned to it. The code sheet will
have both podcast id and episode number pre-filled for the coder. Coders will first read the
description of the podcast on the website then they will listen to 90 SECONDS of each podcast
episode randomly assigned to them.
Coders should be careful to ensure they are filling out their scores for the correct
episode they have been assigned. The link to all episodes is provided on the second sheet
of the codebook named “Episode Links”.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Gucci Podcast by Gucci
Trained by Nike
Extraordinary Happens with Mike King by Adidas
3.55 by Chanel

Number of participants – coders should code (using whole numbers) how many
participants appear to be on the episode. For example, if the host indicates within the first 90
seconds of listening that they are interviewing two people, coders should code “3” under number
of participants (the assumed host and the two people they are interviewing).
The Gucci Podcast, Trained by Nike, and Extraordinary Happens all begin with a
pre-recorded introduction to the podcast. These pre-recorded introductions begin every
episode of these podcasts and they should NOT be included as participants. For example,
The Gucci Podcast episode 5 begins with an unknown female voice that introduces each
episode. She mentions that the episode will feature Vestoj editor Anja Cronberg who
talks to designer Dapper Dan. The coder in this instance would code “2” for number of
participants, including the two people who will appear on the show and not including the
female voice that introduces them.
Framing – to frame is to select some aspects of perceived reality and make them more
salient in the communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition,
causal interpretation, moral evaluation and/or treatment recommendation for the item described
(Entman, 1993). Hallahan (1999) argued that framing is essential to the field of PR as PR
practitioners are essentially “framing strategists” (1999, 224).
SB - Source-based frames – capitalize on the source effect in communication
and persuasion. It mentions providing trend information along with its sources such
as experts, celebrities, or ordinary people (Kwon, 2013). Sources reinforce the
credibility of the content. While a podcast episode can include more than one sourcebased frame, please only choose ONE FRAME. This should be the frame you think
is the dominant frame present based on the first 90 seconds. The dominant frame
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should be coded “1” for presence and the other two frames should be coded “0” for
absence.
To be clear, the coder is coding for a source FRAME, not an actual source.
Source frames are more clearly defined below:
(1)
Expert frame: The expert frame is exemplified by interviews with
people who are framed as experts within their field. This can include designers,
editors of fashion magazines, well-known stylists, or athletes (for brands like
Nike and Adidas). A typical expert frame uses experts’ stories, perspectives, and
background in order to provide information. These frames are typically in
interview format, provide information and are focused on content creation.
Expert frames can include people who are considered celebrities however
the celebrity-frame indicates the celebrity is being framed as an expert to the
show’s relevant material.
(2) Celebrity frame: A celebrity frame includes celebrities or well-known
individuals on the podcast who are not framed as experts. For example, a designer
as an expert might discuss how they create collections, but a celebrity frame
would discuss their experiences in general or their experiences with the brands’
products. These frames can be in interview format, like experts, but are more
centered on entertainment rather than information and are focused on content
promotion.
If presentation by the expert frame signifies the proposal or details of the
style. The celebrity frame signifies the adoption of the style.
(3) Consumer frame: a “random” or typical consumer who has no ties to
the brand and seemingly no celebrity/fame interests. Consumers will typically
give opinions or reviews about the brand and their products. This type of frame
can include social media influencers or lesser-known style bloggers.
*NOTE: Some brands have social media contests/competitions that invite
ordinary buyers to post to the brands social media pages or be a part of their
campaigns. With that being said, brands could include these kinds of people in
podcast episodes to try to appeal to the average consumer.
MB - Message-based frames – are frames that can be categorized into multiple
subcategories according to what message they are attempting to portray. The frames in
this study are adapted from Li’s (2018) content analysis of fashion brands’ Facebook
pages. Li identifies 21 frames relevant to the brands' Facebook page using Hallahan's
(1999) PR frames as a guide and constructing her own frames inductively.
In the present study, I adapt message-based frames from Li's study. There are 14
message-based frames which can effectively be translated from visual/written content to
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audio content. Some of the frames originally in Li’s analysis simply would not apply to
audio content and therefore were excluded from the present analysis. For example, Li’s
study featured a “Holiday frame” where Facebook posts explicitly mention holidays (i.e.
Mother’s Day, Valentine’s Day, Christmas). This frame centers around posts that are
advertising purchasing new fashion items during a Holiday sale. There are no podcasts in
the sample that are centered around a specific holiday, hence its exclusion as a major
frame in this study.
There are a total of 14 frames (number 1 – number 14) that fall into five major categories
and several sub-categories have been developed from a previous study (Li, 2018). A description
of each category and the frames under them follows.
CATEGORY A – FEASIBILITY FRAMES: increase the perceived value of the style
by discussing positive aspects or solutions to reduce risks in purchasing and wearing trendy
items.
1. Affordable (or price) frame: emphasizes how affordable the prices of the
products are; featuring the discount of an item is an example of the affordable frame.
EXAMPLE: In these frames hosts explicitly discuss the clothing/products’
prices with an emphasis on its affordability. This would include explicit mentions to
any discounts or sales of a particular product (or multiple products).
2. Flattering frame: assumes how great the consumers will look if they wear
the clothing or accessories; for example, phrases found in a flattering frame include "look
amazing,” “look sexy,” etc.
EXAMPLE: This frame will mention how the consumers will look in the
clothing or products. Explicit references to how the clothes/products will make you
look or help you perform define this type of frame. Specifically, “these Nike boost
performance sneakers will make you the fastest guy on the court” or “the Gucci
embroidered cardigan is the perfect office look to make your co-workers envy you!”
3. Choice frame: fashion items are typically not necessities, so this frame
provides understanding processes of decision-making and deals with individuals
confronted with uncertainty and choices. It accentuates positive gains that can be attained
or emphasizes the benefits that consumers can get by choosing/buying items from the
brand.
EXAMPLE: This frame includes discussions on why consumers should invest
in the brands products without explicit mentions to a deal (discount or sale) or
flattery. Instead these frames discuss the products themselves and emphasize the
consumers CHOICE in purchasing the products.
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CATEGORY B – CREATIVITY FRAMES: emphasize the creative processes of the
brands and their creators. They reflect on the cultural value or meaning behind the brands while
highlighting inspirations, perspectives, and innovative details.
4. Inspiration frame: features a discussion of the inspiration for an item or how
the designers came up with these specific ideas; a typical inspiration frame states that the
designer “was inspired by…” or “How I/they/we came up with this idea is…” Inspiration
can also typically be recognized when designers incorporate stories or anecdotes into the
discussion.
5. Design-detail frame: overall describes the details of designing, including
materials, patterns, styles, etc.; starting with “take a closer look at…” or “how we made
this…” is mostly considered the design-detail frame.
6. Signature (or icon) frame: focuses on the most symbolic characteristic of the
products of the brand, such as the logo and iconic motif. This occurs when podcasts host
specifically mention the logo of the brand.
EXAMPLE: This would include discussions about the brands’ logo. Take
Nike for example, if the podcast discusses their signature check mark sign in detail,
presenting how it was branded and developed, and what it means to the brand, this is
an example of the ‘Signature Frame’.
CATEGORY C – ATTITUDE-BASED FRAMES: refers to a mode of presenting
fashion and style information by addressing the consumer’s attitude toward fashion
7. Prescriptive frame: appeals to human need for affiliation; “being in fashion”
here means following the fashion rules of the majority, for example, listing editor’s pick
of the month (e.g., “essential items,” “must-haves”) or directing the listener to the latest
trend of the season and discussing some items that follow the trend.
8. Rule-breaking frame: presents style information as a guide to stand out and
look unique; although the messages appear to be going against the norms, the actual
message does not encourage being outliers, it encourages readers to be fashionable rulebreakers.
EXAMPLE: This frame emphasizes uniqueness and the need to stand out, not
just in fashion. For example, if the Adidas podcast (Extraordinary Happens)
interviews an athlete whose main discussion points emphasize “working harder than
everyone else” or doing something great that others do not do, this is an example of
the ‘rule-breaking frame’.
CATEGORY D – MEDIA-BASED FRAMES: attracts the media's attention; prepared
to supply the content to the news media.
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9. Company-organized activity frame: these are frames where the brand
sponsors activities or events aimed at brand promotion. These events could include
launch parties, new campaign photoshoots, live recordings at pop-up store, companysponsored conferences/panels/seminars.
EXAMPLE: These frames are activities/events that are specific to the brand
itself, they refer to the social media and in-person campaigns/activities produced by
and for the brand only.
10. Community-organized activity frame: These frames feature the brand
teaming up with other organizations or a community to boost brand awareness or
facilitate a working partnership. These activities or events include film festivals, film
premieres, award dinners, or other community-sponsored events.
EXAMPLE: Unlike the company-organized frame, this frame includes the
mention of other organizations or parties in partnership with the brand.
11. Opportunity frame: features communication opportunities that facilitate
dialogue and open discussion (e.g. call on the participation of an online discussion, online
activity, or an upcoming offline activity such as the organization achievements—grand
openings, anniversary of the establishment, etc.)
EXAMPLE: This frame encourages the listener to engage in participation with
the brand. An example could sound something like, “Comment or message us and tell
us what you think.”
12. Responsibility frame: acceptance or denial of being responsible for events;
seeks out credit for the company’s good works to enhance reputation by calling attention
to the brand’s role in, for example, donating a portion of their income to a hurricaneaffected city, protecting animals, etc.
Be careful to distinguish between the Indirection frame and the Responsibility
frame. See note under frame 13 (indirection frame) for distinguishing the difference
between the indirection frame and responsibility frame.
CATEGORY E – OTHER FRAMES: frames that exist outside the aforementioned
categories.
13. Indirection frame: promotes particular aspects of the products or services
which are only indirectly related to the brand's principal business activity, for example,
positioning a product as being environmentally safe, and supporting the arts, education,
and philanthropy.
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NOTE: The goal of the responsibility frame is different from the goal of the
indirection frame, considering that the latter still aims at promoting specific products but
in an indirect way.
The following are examples of each.
Indirection frame: Fendi brought together fashion and philanthropy for the Hong
Kong Peekaboo project. The Hong Kong Peekaboo project features specially designed
Fendi Peekaboo bags. The indirection frame is not in response to an event but is
related to the brand’s principle goals.
Responsibility frame: Help those affected by Hurricane Harvey! Donate to
American Red Cross at H&M stores and we will match all donations up to $100,000. The
responsibility frame is always in RESPONSE to an event/situation/occurrence.
14. Teasing frame: directs listeners to another podcast they should listen to or
directs listeners to click a link (in the description) and check out more information
therein. This frame also arouses listeners' curiosity and excitement by discussing
upcoming products but not involving detailed information, so that the users have to wait
till the launch date and figure everything out by themselves. The podcasts that employ the
teasing frame are usually extremely short or toward the very beginning or end of the
episode.
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